YOU CAN CHANGE THE STORY in HEALTH.

- 33,068 meals provided to seniors who don’t have the ability to cook for themselves.
- 392 participants received support or education to learn ways to cope with a mental illness in their family.
- 1,455 individuals participated in recreational programs providing physical activities while reducing isolation and depression.
YOU CAN CHANGE THE STORY in EDUCATION.

1.92 MILLION minutes read in out-of-school programs

UP 6% in the number of kindergarteners who are proficient and school-ready

$264,342 invested in summer & after school programs, helping families care for and provide additional educational support for their children while they are at work
YOU CAN CHANGE THE STORY in FINANCIAL STABILITY.

2,110 people were served by seven programs that prevented families from becoming homeless

514 people were able to remain at a job or in school

57% of participants were able to increase their savings after completing the 4-week Women United Money Management series